Double Octafinal Round Results

Georgia CR Advances without debating

Kansas BJ Advances without debating

Oklahoma CJ Advances without debating

Missouri Kansas City FG Advances without debating

Northwestern BW (Aff) defeated Gonzaga BS 5-0  Galloway Strange Hester Holbrook Hingstman

USC IS (Aff) defeated Texas TW 5-0  Heidt Hanson Branson Buntin Burke, Ryan

Dartmouth CO (Aff) defeated Michigan FK 4-1  *Atchison Stables McBride Blank Hamrick

Kansas JL (Aff) defeated Wichita State CS 5-0  Walters Munksgaard Taylor Slusher Delong

Wayne State MT (Aff) defeated Michigan State AB 5-0  Feldman Spring Topp Ghavi, Cyrus Lee

Emory HH Advances Over Emory MP

Whitman RS (Neg) defeated Missouri State MM 5-0  Klinger Stahl Bisbee Gonzalez Morales

Wake Forest GL (Neg) defeated Emory SS 4-1  *Harris Powers Mancuso Repko Strauss

Berkeley PR (Neg) defeated Idaho State MY 4-1  Hardy, Aaron Greenstein, Mike Dale *Harrigan Phillips

Harvard AM (Aff) defeated Northwestern CS 4-1  *Matheson Smith, Ross Frappier Hall, Brad Lacy

George Washington SW (Aff) defeated Fullerton MM 3-2  *Stevenson *Olney Green, Justin Arnett Samuels

Harvard MR (Aff) defeated Michigan State DR 4-1  Achten Solt *Johnson Morris Smith, Brian
Octafinal Round Results

Harvard MR (Neg) defeated Georgia CR 3-2  *Strauss Suni Greenstein, Mike *Burke, Ryan Lacy

Kansas BJ (Aff) defeated George Washington SW 3-2  Hall, Brad *Hall, Sherry *Perkins Watson Phillips

Oklahoma CJ (Aff) defeated Harvard AM 5-0  McBride Buntin Jordan *Burke, Ryan Lacy Slusher Heidt

Missouri Kansas City FG (Aff) defeated Berkeley PR 7-0  Hamrick Atchison Stevenson Jarman Morris Samuels *Munksgaard

Northwestern BW (Aff) defeated Wake Forest GL 3-2  Achten *Klinger Stahl Blank *Matheson

USC IS (Aff) defeated Whitman RS 4-1  Solt Lee *Repko Burk, Chris Branson

Emory HH (Neg) defeated Dartmouth CO 4-3  *Hardy, Aaron Harris Feldman Topp *Moraes Powers *Ramachandrappa

Wayne State MT (Neg) defeated Kansas JL 4-3  *Holbrook Malumphry *Easley Taylor Nielson Zisman *Regnier

Quarterfinal Round Results

Wayne State MT (Neg) defeated Harvard MR 5-0  Jordan Spring McBride Morales Lacy

Emory HH (Aff) defeated Kansas BJ 6-1  Gonzalez Repko Hardy, Aaron *Suni Achten Watson Stahl

Oklahoma CJ (Aff) defeated USC IS 5-0  Garner Deatherage Smith, Ross Heidt Reed, JV

Missouri Kansas City FG (Neg) defeated Northwestern BW 5-0  Hingstman Turner Matheson Buntin Atchison

Semifinal Round Results

Missouri Kansas City FG (Neg) defeated Wayne State MT 4-1  Taylor Massey Holbrook *sharp McBride

Emory HH (Aff) defeated Oklahoma CJ 4-1  Slusher *Pointer Johnson Galloway Smith, Ross

Final Round Results

Emory HH (Neg) defeated Missouri Kansas City FG 4-1  Slusher Atchison Matheson Topp *Turner